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ABSTRACT
Drought affects virtually every region of the world, and potential shifts in its character in a changing climate
are a major concern. This article presents a synthesis of current understanding of meteorological drought, with a
focus on the large-scale controls on precipitation afforded by sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies, land
surface feedbacks, and radiative forcings. The synthesis is primarily based on regionally focused articles submitted
to the Global Drought Information System (GDIS) collection together with new results from a suite of atmo-
spheric general circulationmodel experiments intended to integrate those studies into a coherent view of drought
worldwide. On interannual time scales, the preeminence of ENSO as a driver of meteorological drought
throughout much of the Americas, eastern Asia, Australia, and the Maritime Continent is now well established,
whereas in other regions (e.g., Europe, Africa, and India), the response to ENSO is more ephemeral or non-
existent. Northern Eurasia, central Europe, and central and eastern Canada stand out as regions with few SST-
forced impacts on precipitation on interannual time scales. Decadal changes in SST appear to be amajor factor in
the occurrence of long-term drought, as highlighted by apparent impacts on precipitation of the late 1990s ‘‘cli-
mate shifts’’ in the Pacific andAtlantic SST.Key remaining research challenges include (i) better quantification of
unforced and forced atmospheric variability as well as land–atmosphere feedbacks, (ii) better understanding of
the physical basis for the leadingmodes of climate variability and their predictability, and (iii) quantification of the
relative contributions of internal decadal SST variability and forced climate change to long-term drought.
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1. Introduction
Drought, which can occur in almost any region of the
world, is one of the most destructive natural hazards
faced by society. Some of the direst concerns related to
climate change are associated with possible changes in
drought frequency and severity, although regional
drought projections often show large uncertainties (e.g.,
Seneviratne et al. 2012a; Orlowsky and Seneviratne
2013).
A substantial amount of research and operational
effort has been devoted to investigating drought. Many
drought research studies have focused on particular re-
gions or selected events, whereas others have examined
the global distribution of droughts, their forcing factors,
and their predictability. Efforts in operational environ-
ments now routinely assess current and future drought
conditions over a variety of temporal and spatial scales.
This broad range of activities, as well as many drought
impact studies, suggests a need to document our col-
lective understanding of and capabilities to predict
drought. A synthesis of current understanding would
help people everywhere benefit as much as possible
from existing research and operational capabilities,
through, for example, improved decision support and
drought mitigation.
The Global Drought Information System (GDIS)1
addresses these issues. The overall goal of GDIS is to
provide coordinated information, monitoring, and pre-
diction of drought worldwide in a user-friendly manner.
One of GDIS’s objectives is to assess our current un-
derstanding of drought and our ability to predict it,
thereby identifying research gaps. The present special
collection of regionally focused summary articles stems
from this component of GDIS. Each article can stand
on its own as an important contribution to drought
research.
It is also important, of course, to place these summary
articles into context and to synthesize some of their
findings. This is the goal of the present overview article.
To make it tractable, we focus primarily on under-
standing the role of SST in driving meteorological
drought, although some attention is also paid to other
drivers as well as temperature anomalies. Furthermore,
some of our discussion will focus more generally on
seasonal-scale precipitation deficits, given that meteo-
rological droughts can be considered extreme manifes-
tations of such deficits; indeed, the level of deficit
required to define a meteorological drought is not set in
stone. In discussing such deficits generally, we make the
implicit assumption that if a given set of conditions (as
identified in this article) leads to a seasonal precipitation
deficit, then a more extreme version of these conditions
would lead to a more extreme deficit and thus
potentially a true meteorological drought. That is, we
make the assumption that uncovering the sources of
precipitation deficits on seasonal time scales is tanta-
mount to uncovering the sources (if conditions therein
were stronger) of meteorological drought.
In this paper we do not address how meteorological
drought propagates to agricultural or hydrological
droughts, or how soil moisture feedbacks, temperature
changes, or human water use act to maintain or even
amplify the different types of drought, although these
issues are addressed to varying degrees in the articles of
the GDIS collection.
Such a focus does not come without limitations; for
example, the impact of long-term evapotranspiration
changes induced by temperature and radiation changes
(e.g., from climate change) may turn out to be as im-
portant as (if not more important than) precipitation
changes in some regions in producing soil moisture and
streamflow deficits at longer time scales (e.g., Cook et al.
2014, 2015). For example, Cook et al. (2014) used
CMIP5-driven Palmer drought severity index (PDSI)
and standardized precipitation–evapotranspiration in-
dex (SPEI; Vicente-Serrano et al. 2010) drought esti-
mates to show that, while robust regional changes in
hydroclimate are primarily organized around regional
changes in precipitation, increased potential evapo-
transpiration (PET) computed with the Penman–
Monteith approach nearly doubles the percentage of
global land area projected to experience significant
drying based on these indices by the end of the twenty-
first century. Nevertheless, Sheffield et al. (2012), in
addressing whether such impacts of increased PET are
already evident in recent observationally driven PDSI
trends, found that global drought has changed little over
the past 60 years [see also Seager and Hoerling (2014)
for a discussion of regional differences], indicating that
1 The GDIS was developed as one of the key recommendations
of a WCRP workshop on ‘‘Drought Predictability and Prediction
in a Changing Climate: Assessing Current Knowledge and Capa-
bilities, UserRequirements andResearch Priorities,’’ that was held
on 2–4March 2011 in Barcelona, Spain (http://www.clivar.org/sites/
default/files/documents/ICPO_162_WCRP_drought_Report.pdf).
The capabilities and requirements of the GDIS were further es-
tablished at a second workshop held in Frascati, Italy, on 11–13
April 2012 (http://www.clivar.org/sites/default/files/documents/
GDIS_Report_final.pdf). A third workshop, ‘‘An International
Global Drought Information System Workshop: Next Steps,’’ was
held in Pasadena, California, at the California Institute of Tech-
nology (Caltech) campus 10–13 December 2014, and focused on
reviewing the GDIS special collection papers and developing the
necessary next steps required for moving forward with an experi-
mental real-time global drought monitoring and prediction system
(www.wcrp-climate.org/gdis-wkshp-2014-about).
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the focus here on precipitation deficits allows us to ad-
dress much of the overall drought problem in current
climate. Table 1 provides further evidence that such a
focus is justified, showing for our selected regions (see
section 3) generally high correlations between pre-
cipitation and either the PDSI or soil moisture.
We start by providing an overall scientific context for
drought through an examination of the global drivers of
precipitation and temperature changes on interannual
and decadal time scales (section 2). Next, we relate these
and other factors to drought in different regions, high-
lighting implications for predictability and prediction
(section 3). Section 4 provides some concluding remarks.
2. Overview of large-scale factors
Here, we review the large-scale or the ultimate (as
opposed to the proximate) causes of meteorological
drought—the processes responsible for the long-term dis-
ruptions of local and regional precipitation-producing
phenomena. These processes often act over large dis-
tances via various large-scale atmospheric motions such as
the Hadley and Walker circulations, Rossby waves, and
other atmospheric teleconnection patterns. The forcing for
some of these large-scale motions is known to include sea
surface temperature (SST) anomalies, land (especially soil
moisture) feedbacks, aerosols, and other natural and
anthropogenic changes in radiative forcing such as those
associated with global warming. These forcings are im-
portant because theymay provide some degree of drought
predictability (e.g., Smith et al. 2012). It must be kept in
mind, however, that there is a substantial unforced (i.e.,
driven by processes internal to the atmosphere) element to
the large-scale motions that significantly limits our ability
to predict drought at the longer leads.
The various articles in the GDIS drought special col-
lection assess, from a regional perspective, the global
processes associated with meteorological drought. We
summarize these findings here, while also providing addi-
tional background on climate change aspects and re-
garding meteorological drought on the European
continent. In addition, to provide a global framework for
our discussion and synthesis, we include a model-based
assessment of the dominant large-scale forcing of meteo-
rological drought on seasonal and longer time scales—the
response of the atmosphere to SST anomalies (e.g.,
Hoerling and Kumar 2003; Schubert et al. 2004; Seager
et al. 2005). This assessment is based on AMIP-style sim-
ulations using prescribed SSTs (see appendix A), with five
different state-of-the-art global climate models; results are
presented as combined (rather than individual model)
statistics. (Individual model results are provided in ap-
pendix B.) We provide the model results in each sub-
section partly to assess their consistency with the findings
of the individual special issue GDIS papers. The model
results also provide insight into the spatial coherence and
seasonality of the forced responses. In examining these
results, we must keep in mind that their usefulness may be
limited by model deficiencies and by the limitations im-
posed by employing SST-prescribed integrations.
The link between drought and remote SST anomalies is
complicated by the fact that there are different definitions
of drought reflecting a wide range of societal (e.g., health,
water quality, and political), economic (e.g., agriculture,
water supply, transportation, and recreation), and eco-
system (e.g., fish, wildlife, wetlands, biodiversity, and
forest fires) impacts.2 All of these definitions are impor-
tant. Nevertheless, we focus here on the primary meteo-
rological quantity associated with dry conditions, namely,
precipitation. In addition, we also consider conditions in
near-surface air temperature, which can affect surface
drying through increased evaporative demand in warmer
air, although the latter can also result from soil drying
associated with meteorological drought itself (e.g.,
Mueller and Seneviratne 2012; Sheffield et al. 2012; Yin
et al. 2014). We begin with an overview of the interannual
variability of both precipitation and temperature.
Figure 1 shows the land regions where SST anomalies
are expected to influence annual mean precipitation and
2-m air temperature, based on the five atmospheric
general circulation models (AGCMs: 12 ensemble
members for each) forced with observed SST over the
TABLE 1. Temporal correlation between observed annual mean regional mean precipitation (GPCP) and 1) the regional mean annual
mean PDSI from Dai et al. (2004) for 1979–2005 and 2) the regional mean annual mean soil moisture (top 100 cm) from the Global Land
DataAssimilation System, version 2 (GLDAS-2; Rodell et al. 2004), for 1979–2010. The numbers across the top of the table (1–10) refer to
the regions outlined in Figs. 5–8: 1 is the United States and northern Mexico, 2 is northern South America and Central America, and 3 is
central South America (Fig. 5); 4 is West Africa, and 5 is East Africa (Fig. 6); 6 is the Middle East, 7 is southern Asia, and 8 is East Asia
(Fig. 7); and 9 is Australia, and 10 is Indonesia (Fig. 8).
Region 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
PDSI (1979–2005) 0.52 0.80 0.69 0.66 0.66 0.72 0.69 0.65 0.75 0.71
Soil moisture (1979–2010) 0.72 0.86 0.76 0.70 0.57 0.80 0.66 0.50 0.80 0.81
2More information on impacts can be found online (http://
drought.unl.edu/Planning/Impacts.aspx).
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period 1979–2011. (See appendix A for descriptions of
the models and their simulations.) The base maps show
the fraction of the total interannual variance that is
forced by SST. Focusing on precipitation (Fig. 1, top),
we see that the ratios outside the tropics (poleward of
308N and 308S latitude) are generally quite small
(,0.2)3; outside the tropics, much of the interannual
variability is unforced by SST and is therefore likely to
be unpredictable from SST forcing at interannual time
scales. This is for instance the case in northern Eurasia,
central Europe, and central and eastern Canada. We
note nonetheless that (agricultural and hydrological)
drought predictability in these regions may be arising
from year-to-year memory in soil moisture and/or
snowpack, or possibly interannual changes in radiative
forcing, aspects that we do not consider in the present
review. The largest fractions of interannual precipita-
tion variability explained by SST in the midlatitudes
occur over the U.S. southern Great Plains, southwest
Asia, parts of Australia, and South America. Values
exceed 0.3 primarily in tropical land areas, including
northwest South America, Indonesia, Central America,
Southeast Asia, southwestern India, and eastern Africa.
The fractions for 2-m temperature (T2m; Fig. 1, bottom)
are generally considerably larger than those for pre-
cipitation. Some regions in the extratropics show values
exceeding 0.4 (e.g., southern U.S. Great Plains and
Mexico). Nevertheless, the largest values are again
confined to the tropical regions of Africa, southernAsia,
Indonesia, and much of the northern half of South
America, with values sometimes exceeding 0.7.
El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is a key player
in the development of precipitation deficits in many
regions of the world (e.g., Ropelewski and Halpert
1987). Figure 1, in addition to showing the fraction of
interannual variance forced by SST, shows how SST is
correlated with precipitation (Fig. 1, top) and T2m
(Fig. 1, bottom) within selected regions (small inset
maps in Fig. 1)4; the patterns show a clear link to ENSO
and to SST in general. We will refer to these maps as we
review the results from the individual contributions to
this special collection.
A number of regions of the world have suffered
multiyear drought (e.g., beyond the ENSO time scale),
and one may wonder whether such droughts result from
naturally occurring decadal modes of variability [e.g.,
the Atlantic multidecadal oscillation (AMO) and Pacific
decadal oscillation (PDO)], from decadal changes in the
relationships between interannual modes of variability
FIG. 1. (top) Background map showing the ratio of two variances:
the variance of the ensemble mean time series of annual pre-
cipitation and the total variance of annual mean precipitation over
all ensemble members (ratios are computed for each model sepa-
rately and then averaged). Higher values of the ratio indicate
a stronger impact of the prescribed SSTs on the precipitation time
series. The small inset maps show the correlations between the en-
semble mean annual fields (averaged over the boxed areas) with SST
(correlations are computed for each model separately and then aver-
aged). All results are for the period 1979–2011 and are based on 60
ensemble members: 12 AMIP simulations for each of five models
(GEOS-5, CCM3,CAM4,GFS, andECHAM5).Results are based on
detrended values. (bottom) As in (top), but for 2-m air temperature
(note change in contour interval). The horizontal color bars are for the
variance ratios, and the vertical color bars are for the correlations.
3We note that values of the ratio greater than 0.06 are statisti-
cally significant at the 1% level based on an F test following Zwiers
et al. (2000).
4We emphasize that these are meant to be summary results. As
we shall see in section 3, there are in some cases considerable
variations in SST connections within a box and between seasons.
For example, the western portions of East Africa tend to have a
June–September (JJAS) rainfall maximum, and El Niño is tied to
drought. Farther east (eastern Ethiopia, Kenya, and Somalia) the
rainy season is bimodal with drought associated with La Niña (and
its influence on Indian Ocean SSTs) during boreal fall. The ENSO
signal reverses sign between eastern and southern Africa as well,
with 158S frequently considered the northern limit of the southern
African region.
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[e.g., ENSO and Atlantic El Niños (Losada et al. 2012)],
from global warming (Mohino et al. 2011a), or from no
mechanism at all (i.e., from a simple random sequence of
dry years generated from internal atmosphere variabil-
ity). In Fig. 2 we provide a global depiction of the
changes that have occurred over the last three decades
in the tails of the probability distributions of 2-m tem-
perature and precipitation based on the same set of
AGCM runs used to produce the results in Fig. 1. Here,
we show how the probability of exceeding (or falling
short of, in the case of precipitation) a particular critical
value xc has changed between the first and last 15 years
of the record. Because we are focusing on extreme years,
xc is chosen to be the 2.5% value based on all 33 years
[i.e., the value that would be exceeded (or fallen short
of) on average only 2.5% of the time]. The last three
decades, we note, are characterized by both global
warming and shifts in the AMO and PDO (Fig. 3), so
anthropogenic forcing and natural variations may both
contribute significantly to observed regional changes
between these two periods.
In regard to precipitation (Fig. 2, top), the models in-
dicate that much of the United States has experienced an
increase in the probability of extreme dry years during
the last three decades (particularly the central plains).
Here, the shift is 1–1.5 times the climatological proba-
bility of 2.5%. The shift is clear in the probability density
functions (pdfs) provided in the inset plots of Fig. 2. As
we shall see next, this shift reflects forcing by SST with a
strong decadal component and does not necessarily
indicate a long-term trend. In fact, if a longer time period
is considered, the United States (especially the central
part of the country) has generally experienced wetter
conditions compared to the 1950s (e.g., Wang et al. 2009;
Seneviratne et al. 2012a; Hartmann et al. 2013; Greve
et al. 2014). As Wang et al. (2009) showed, even for this
longer time, period the precipitation ‘‘trend’’ is still
dominated by SST forcing with decadal time scales.
Parts of Indochina and southeastern China also ex-
perienced an increase in the probability of extreme dry
years. In contrast, northeastern South America shows a
substantial decrease in the probability of dry years over
the last three decades, although with little change in the
probability of extreme wet years (see inset plots of
Fig. 2). The tropical west coast of Africa, the Sahel, and
northeastern Russia also show a reduction in the prob-
ability of extreme dry years. The pdf characterizing
precipitation in northeasternAfrica shows no shift in the
peak, so that the changes in the pdf occur primarily in
the tails. In general, for the Northern Hemisphere dur-
ing the last three decades, the high latitudes show a
tendency for a reduction in the probability of dry years,
whereas the midlatitudes (including parts of Europe,
southern Asia, and the United States) show a tendency
for an increase in the probability of dry years. In the
Southern Hemisphere, the probability of extreme dry
years is increased in parts of southern Africa, Australia,
and southern and western South America and is mostly
decreased in tropical regions.
Relative to precipitation, the results for 2-m tem-
perature (Fig. 2, bottom) are more homogenous, with
almost all regions of the world showing an increase in
the probability of very warm years over the last three
FIG. 2. The shift in probabilities of extremes between the two
periods 1998–2011 and 1979–93 defined as [P(x2. xc)2 P(x1. xc)]/
P(x . xc), where x2 refers to values during the recent period (1998–
2011) and x1 refers to values during the earlier period (1979–93). The
shift is normalized by P(x . xc), where x refers to values during the
entire time period, and xc is chosen so that P(x. xc) is 2.5%. Results
are for (top) precipitation and (bottom) 2-m temperature; in the case
of precipitation, the shift in probability actually refers to the left tail of
the distribution (values less than xc). The results are based on 12 en-
semble members for each of five models (GEOS-5, CCM3, CAM4,
GFS, and ECHAM5). Each model’s values are first normalized to
have zeromean and unit variance. The inset plots show the actual pdfs
for the two periods (red is for the recent period and blue indicates the
earlier period) for all grid points in the indicated boxes (land only).
Vertical lines highlight the zero value and the value of xc.
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decades (see also Hartmann et al. 2013). Regions where
the increase in probability exceeds twice the climato-
logical probability of 2.5% include the south-central
United States, Mexico, northwestern South America,
eastern Canada, parts of Europe, southern Asia, Japan,
tropical and northern Africa, Indonesia, and southern
Australia. Only northeastern South America and west-
ern Canada show substantial regions with little increase
(and even some scattered regions of decrease) in the
probability of warm years. The inset plots of Fig. 2 show
that these changes largely result from a shift in the mean
rather than from a change in the shape of the pdfs for the
analyzed regions.
Figure 3 compares the simulated and observed mean
changes between the two periods. The model results
show warming everywhere except over northwestern
NorthAmerica and northeastern SouthAmerica, with the
strongest warming occurring in theNorthernHemisphere.
The model results are generally consistent with the ob-
served temperature changes, although they are smoother
as a result of being an average over 60 ensemblemembers.
There are also strong similarities between the simu-
lations and observations in the precipitation differ-
ences, with both difference maps showing decreases
over the United States and increases over northern
South America, northern Australia, northern Eurasia,
and central Africa. Some differences in the estimated
precipitation changes, however, do appear, including
over central South America (observed decreases not
found in the simulations), India, and Southeast Asia.
The extent to which these reflect model deficiencies or
sampling differences associated with unforced internal
atmospheric noise is unclear. Overall, the changes are
consistent with the changes in the pdfs discussed ear-
lier. They appear to reflect, in part, a response to SST
changes linked to the PDO, the AMO, and a warming
trend (Fig. 3; see also Schubert et al. 2009), as well as
possible direct impacts on the atmosphere from in-
creasing greenhouse gases (GHGs).5
3. Causes of meteorological drought by region
We now provide a more in-depth discussion of me-
teorological drought for specific regions. While much of
the discussion is condensed from the individual contri-
butions to this special collection, we also present rele-
vant results from the aforementioned SST-forced
AGCM simulations, as well as results from other key
studies where necessary to address issues not covered by
the individual contributions.
FIG. 3. (top left) Mean simulated precipitation differences (mmday21) between 1998–2011 and 1979–93, based on results from the five
models. (bottom left) Corresponding differences in T2m (8C; land only). (center) As at (left), but for the observations. (top right) The
mean observed SST differences (8C) between 1998–2011 and 1979–93. (bottom right) The time series of the PDO (http://research.jisao.
washington.edu/pdo/PDO.latest) and AMO (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/timeseries/AMO/).
5 All of theAGCMs (except for CCM3)were forcedwith observed
GHGs (appendix A).
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We begin by providing in Fig. 4 a brief assessment of
the ability of the models to produce the observed annual
cycle of precipitation in each of the selected regions (see
the boxes in Figs. 5–8 for the definitions of the regions).
This is also meant to facilitate the following discussion
about the links to SST, by giving the reader an assess-
ment of the timing of the wet and dry seasons in each
region. Overall, the models do a reasonable job in re-
producing the observed annual cycle, although the peak
rainfall tends to be underestimated especially in the
tropical land regions (northern South America–Central
America, southern Eurasia, and Indonesia).6 It is note-
worthy that the Central and South American region
(Fig. 4a) shows some evidence of the well-known
midsummer drought found over Mexico and Central
America (e.g., Magaña et al. 1999), something that is
also reproduced in the model results. We also note that
the spatial averaging tends to hide any regional differ-
ences. This is especially true for the East African region,
which shows a rather flat annual cycle (Fig. 4b), despite
having local rainfall regimes that include unimodal (JJA
and DJF maxima) and bimodal [MAM and October–
December (OND)maxima] annual cycles (see section 3c).
a. North America
The occurrence of precipitation deficits over North
America on annual time scales is predominantly asso-
ciated with SST variability in the tropical Pacific (e.g.,
Seager et al. 2005), with some contribution from SST
variability in the Atlantic (e.g., Schubert et al. 2009).
Figure 1 (top) shows that precipitation deficits are
largely tied to La Niña conditions, with the largest im-
pacts in the southern Great Plains and northernMexico.
La Niña conditions also lead to warming across the
southern plains andmuch of theU.S. Southeast, whereas
El Niño conditions are associated with warming over
Alaska and northwestern Canada (Fig. 1, bottom).
These results are consistent with the in-depth assess-
ment of the causes of North American drought carried
out by Seager and Hoerling (2014). Using a subset of the
FIG. 4. Observed (GPCP; solid lines) and simulated (five-model ensemble mean; dashed lines) annual cycle of
precipitation (mmday21) for the selected regions based on the period 1979–2011. [The regions are those examined
in Figs. 5–8 (see the boxes outlining the regions in those figures)].
6We note that including the ocean points when computing the
area averages of the precipitation in these regions produces much
closer agreement between the observations and model results (not
shown), indicating the underestimation of the precipitation is
confined to the land areas.
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climate models underlying Fig. 1, Seager and Hoerling
(2014) find that SST forcing of annual mean pre-
cipitation variability accounts for up to 40% of the total
variance in northeastern Mexico,7 the southern Great
Plains, and the Gulf Coast states but less than 10% in
central and eastern Canada. They further find that, in
addition to the tropical Pacific, tropical North Atlantic
SST contributes to the forcing of annual mean pre-
cipitation and soil moisture in southwestern North
America and the southern Great Plains.
Seager and Hoerling (2014) find that SST forcing was
indeed responsible for multiyear droughts in the 1950s
and at the turn of the twenty-first century. Attribution to
SST patterns, however, is not always straightforward.
Wang et al. (2014) highlight how the responses over
North America to SSTs in different ocean basins can
reinforce each other or cancel out, complicating the
FIG. 5. (left) The correlations between the ensemble mean precipitation averaged over the United States and northern Mexico (black
box) and SST for individual seasons (correlations are averaged over the fivemodels). (center) As at (left), but for northern SouthAmerica
and Central America (black box). (right) As at (left), but for central South America (black box).
7Mexico will be discussed further in the following section.
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analysis of SST impacts. Atmospheric internal variabil-
ity also muddies the signal; internal atmospheric vari-
ability can contribute significantly to extreme droughts,
especially on shorter (monthly) time scales (Seager et al.
2014a; Hoerling et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2014). For ex-
ample, the most extreme phase of the Texas drought in
2011 was largely unforced by SST, and the central plains
drought of 2012 showed almost no contribution from
SST forcing.
Figure 5 (left) shows, for theUnited States and northern
Mexico, the seasonality of the link between precipitation
and SST, as determined from the model simulations. The
most striking aspect of this seasonality is the strongENSO
connection for all seasons except JJA, although the strong
connection in MAM is not supported by the observations
(see Fig. B5). Summertime precipitation is negatively
correlated with tropical Atlantic SST, a result consistent
with Kushnir et al. (2010) and Wang et al. (2008), who
FIG. 6. (left) The correlations between the ensemble mean precipitation averaged overWest
Africa (black box) and SST for individual seasons (five-model mean). (right) As at (left), but
for East Africa.
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showed that a larger Atlantic warm pool leads to a sup-
pressed Great Plains low-level jet and associated reduced
central U.S. precipitation. On the other hand, summer-
time precipitation is positively (although weakly) corre-
lated with SST along the west coast of North America
extending into the central tropical Pacific, with a structure
reminiscent of the PDO.The link to the IndianOcean also
has substantial seasonality, with positive correlations
during DJF and MAM and negative correlations ex-
tending westward from the warm pool into the eastern
Indian Ocean during SON.
Seager and Hoerling (2014) show that, during the early
twenty-first century, natural decadal variations in tropical
Pacific and North Atlantic SSTs have contributed to a dry
regime for the United States (see also Fig. 3). Since the
mid-1990s, both the PDO and the AMO have gone
through striking decadal transitions (Fig. 3) to a cold
tropical Pacific–warm North Atlantic that is ‘‘ideal’’ for
North American drought (Schubert et al. 2009). Figure 2
indicates that in the southern plains region, the drier regime
is associatedwith a substantial increase in the probability of
extreme dry years. In addition, Seager andHoerling (2014)
FIG. 7. (left) The correlations between the ensemblemean precipitation averaged over theMiddle East (black box) and SST for individual
seasons (five-model mean). (middle) As at (left), but for southern Asia. (right) As at (left), but for East Asia.
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note that long-term changes caused by increasing trace gas
concentrations are now contributing to a modest signal of
soil moisture depletion, mainly over the U.S. Southwest,
thereby prolonging the duration and severity of naturally
occurring droughts.8
Understanding the extent to which precipitation and
air temperature variability is determined by SST forcing
(potentially providing predictability) and internal at-
mospheric variability (providing no predictability on
seasonal and longer time scales) is an important research
challenge (e.g., Wang et al. 2014). Recently the 2011–14
California drought has been linked to a localized warm
SST anomaly in the western tropical Pacific (Seager
et al. 2014c; Hartmann 2015), which raises the important
FIG. 8. (left) Correlations between the ensemble mean precipitation averaged over Australia
(black box) and SST for individual seasons (five-model mean). (right) As at (left), but for the
Maritime Continent.
8Water pumping is another source of drying in the southwestern
United States.
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issue of the forcing of drought over North America by
Pacific SST anomaly patterns other than ENSO. The
contribution of soil moisture to the variability is also still
poorly understood, as reflected by the substantial dif-
ferences in the strength of land–atmosphere feedback
and the soil moisture memory simulated by current cli-
mate models (e.g., Koster et al. 2004; Seneviratne et al.
2006). Also poorly understood is the nature and pre-
dictability of the unforced component [e.g., internal at-
mospheric variability associated with Rossby waves and
other atmospheric teleconnections, especially during
the summer (Schubert et al. 2011)].
Regarding changes under enhanced greenhouse gas
concentrations and global warming, the additional
forcing of increasing radiation could lead to enhanced
evapotranspiration during drought events. Climate
projections for the end of the twenty-first century
suggest a robust increase in soil moisture drying in the
southern United States and Mexico, whereas signals for
accumulated precipitation deficits are less robust across
climate models (Orlowsky and Seneviratne 2013).
However, historical records do not yet suggest a de-
tectable signal in North America, either in precipitation
or precipitation–evapotranspiration (Hartmann et al.
2013; Greve et al. 2014). How the SST impacts may
change in a warming world is largely unknown.
b. Latin America
Figure 1 shows that SST impacts on temperature and
precipitation are strong over northern South America;
these signals are largely associated with ENSO and
tropical Atlantic variability (e.g., Mechoso and Lyons
1988; Saravanan and Chang 2000; Giannini et al. 2004).
Via this connection, this region may see substantial
improvements in seasonal prediction skill as climate
models improve (e.g., Folland et al. 2001; Goddard et al.
2003). In Central America, as in northern South America,
precipitation is correlated negatively with tropical Pacific
SST and positively with tropical Atlantic SST. Indeed, the
extent to which the Atlantic signals are independent of
ENSO is still not fully quantified (e.g., Chang et al. 2003).
Extreme droughts in northeasternBrazil have been linked
to very strong El Niño events (McCarthy et al. 2001).
Conversely, western Amazon droughts depend on tropi-
cal North Atlantic SST anomalies more than on ENSO
(Marengo et al. 2008). Further analysis demonstrated that
the tropical North Atlantic influence is largest during dry
season droughts in the southern Amazon, but ENSO still
has a stronger influence during the wet season for the
entire basin (Yoon and Zeng 2010).
Figure 1 also shows that relatively strong signals for
precipitation over South America extend south along
the west coast, which shows enhanced precipitation
associated with La Niña conditions. Relatively high
temperature signals along the west coast extending
southward into northern Chile are associated with pos-
itive correlations with El Niño. The east coast over
southern Brazil and Uruguay, including northern and
central Argentina (much of the La Plata River basin),
has reduced precipitation associated with La Niña con-
ditions (Diaz et al. 1998; Fig. 1, top). According to
McCarthy et al. (2001), during La Niña events Chile and
central-westernArgentina exhibit negative anomalies of
rainfall and snowfall leading to reduced summer
streamflow.
Figure 5 illustrates the seasonality of the link to SST
over northern South America and Central America
(Fig. 5, center) and over central-southern South Amer-
ica (Fig. 5, right). For the former region, the afore-
mentioned link to the El Niño cycle is weakest during
March–May (MAM), and the link to the tropical
Atlantic is strongest during June–August (JJA) and
September–November (SON). On the other hand,
Cazes-Boezio et al. (2003) show that the ENSO impact
on precipitation in Uruguay occurs primarily during
austral spring (October–December), but is almost ab-
sent during peak summer (January–February), followed
by weak impacts during March–July. This is consistent
with our much larger central-southern South American
region (and with somewhat different definitions of the
seasons), which is characterized by reduced (enhanced)
precipitation in association with La Niña (El Niño)
conditions for all seasons except December–February
(DJF), when correlations with SST are negligible.
Although droughts in southeastern South America
exhibit a strong dependence on La Niña (cold Pacific), a
warm tropical North Atlantic can help define the shape
and intensity of the drought episodes (Seager et al. 2010;
Mo and Berbery 2011). Notably, the effect of land
surface–atmosphere interactions, in the form of soil
moisture–precipitation coupling, is essential in the de-
velopment of drought in southern South America (Xue
et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2007; Ma et al. 2010; Sörensson
and Menéndez 2011). Barreiro and Diaz (2011) noted
that improved seasonal forecasts over South America
require the proper representation of the teleconnection
processes and regional land–atmosphere interactions
need to be adequately resolved. Müller et al. (2014)
showed that during the severe 2008 drought in southern
South America, a realistic representation of land surface
biophysical properties leads to a better depiction of
surface–atmosphere processes that consequently re-
duces model biases and eventually contributes to im-
proved prediction skill of droughts.
McCarthy et al. (2001) note that in Central America
topography influences the ENSO impacts. During El
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Niño years, the Pacific side is characterized by reduced
precipitation, while some parts of the Caribbean side
have above normal rain. They also note that over Co-
lombia El Niño events are associated with reductions in
precipitation, streamflow, and soil moisture, whereas La
Niña is associated with heavier precipitation and floods
(Poveda and Mesa 1997), especially during December–
January. El Niño also tends to bring large positive pre-
cipitation anomalies to the eastern part of the Andes,
Ecuador, and northern Peru.
Future climate scenarios produced by regional
downscaling suggest a precipitation decrease over the
tropical region of South America, with an increase over
the subtropical areas (Sánchez et al. 2015). In relation to
extremes, climate change scenarios for South America
suggest an increase in dry spells, with more frequent
warm nights (Marengo et al. 2009).
c. East Africa
Lyon (2014) provides a review of the regional and
large-scale SST and atmospheric circulation patterns
associated with meteorological drought in East Africa
on seasonal and longer time scales. Analysis of drought
in the region is complicated by local rainfall regimes that
generally consist of unimodal (JJA and DJF maxima)
and bimodal (MAM and OND maxima) annual cycles.
On seasonal-to-interannual time scales, ENSO is the
largest source of seasonal rainfall variations, but de-
pending on season and location, it has opposite effects:
La Niña is frequently associated with drought during the
OND ‘‘short rains’’ in the central and eastern areas of
the greater Horn of Africa (this is not well captured by
most of the models; see Figs. 6 and B1), whereas El Niño
is linked to deficient rainfall during boreal summer in
locations farther west having a unimodal annual cycle
(consistent with Fig. 6). Particularly for the short rains,
the Indian Ocean plays a critical role in mediating the
impact of ENSO, with the development of a west–east
Indian Ocean SST anomaly dipole pattern (IOD) being
closely associated with rainfall variations (see also
Fig. 6). ENSO, however, is associated with at most
roughly 25% of the interannual variations in East Af-
rican rainfall (consistent with Fig. 1).
In observations, interannual variations inMAM ‘‘long
rains’’ (Funk et al. 2008; Lyon and DeWitt 2012) in East
Africa do not show a statistically significant correlation
with SSTs in any ocean basin (generally consistent with
Fig. 6, although themodels do show positive correlations
with SST in the western Indian Ocean). At longer time
scales, AMIP-style model runs do tend to capture the
decline in the East African long rains associated with the
shift in Pacific SSTs toward the cool phase of the PDO in
1998/99 (Lyon 2014; Yang et al. 2014; see also Figs. 3 and
9). The models may thus respond more to decadal,
rather than interannual, variations in SSTs. Liebmann
et al. (2014) suggest this result may be tied to the relative
magnitudes of multidecadal SST fluctuations relative to
interannual variability.
On longer time scales, there is growing concern over
an observed increase in the frequency of drought, pri-
marily during the MAM long rains. This increase has
had dire impacts across the greater Horn of Africa, with
the most recent drought in 2010/11 helping to trigger a
humanitarian crisis and contributing to the fatalities of
tens of thousands of people. The increase in drought
frequency has raised concerns about the possible role of
anthropogenic climate change. Paradoxically, the con-
sensus of climate model projections is for the region to
become wetter during the current century in response to
anthropogenic greenhouse gas forcing (IPCC 2007).
Lyon et al. (2014), Lyon (2014), and Yang et al. (2014)
provide evidence that the recent rainfall decline is sub-
stantially driven by natural, multidecadal variability, a
result consistent with our model simulations (Fig. 9).
Consistent with Lyon and DeWitt (2012), subsequent
studies by Hoell and Funk (2013, 2014) suggest that
long-term anthropogenic warming of the western Pacific
may further enhance the equatorial SST gradient associ-
ated with the cold phase of the PDO and thus also en-
hance drying in East Africa during MAM. As to whether
East Africa will become wetter or drier as a result of
anthropogenic forcing, Yang et al. (2014) caution that
most coupled climate models do not properly capture
either the observed annual cycle of rainfall in East Africa
or the observed relationship between seasonal rainfall
variations and SSTs in different basins (particularly the
Indian Ocean), calling into question the reliability of cli-
mate projections in East Africa. Lyon (2014) concludes
that the hydroclimatic response of East Africa to an-
thropogenic climate change remains an open question
and thatmore research is needed to better understand the
physical processes associated with the rainfall variability
of the region across multiple time scales.
d. West Africa and Sahel
Rodríguez-Fonseca et al. (2015) focus on rainfall
variability acrossmultiple time scales inWestAfrica and
the Sahel. They conclude that SST variations are largely
responsible for rainfall variability in the region. Land
surface processes and aerosols including those from
volcanic eruptions modulate the SST influence.
Figure 6 (left) indicates a strong seasonality in the
correlation between West African (including western
Sahel) rainfall and SST in the simulation by the five
models with the prescribed SST corresponding to the
observed over the period 1979–2011. During the rainy
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season (JJA), increased precipitation over West Africa
is associated with colder SST in the eastern tropical
Pacific and northern Indian Ocean, and with warmer
SST in the tropical Atlantic–Gulf of Guinea. During the
dry season (DJF), when climatological precipitation is
small, increased precipitation is associated with warmer
SST in the tropical Atlantic–Gulf of Guinea, as well as in
the tropical North Atlantic and central tropical Pacific.
Correlations are weaker and less organized in the Pacific
duringMAM, and little connection with SST is apparent
during SON.
Other experiments using AGCMs with prescribed
SSTs in individual ocean basins have provided addi-
tional insight. During the wet season, warm equatorial
SST anomalies corresponding to a warm Atlantic El
Niño (Rodríguez-Fonseca et al. 2009) are associated
with precipitation increases over the Gulf of Guinea and
weaker decreases over the Sahel. The impact of a Pacific
warm event varies during the season. In the early part of
the season (May–June) warming of the equatorial Pa-
cific reduces rainfall over the Gulf of Guinea and en-
hances it over the Sahel. In the late part of the wet
FIG. 9. The five-model mean simulated precipitation differences between 1998–2011 and 1979–93 for individual months (mmday21).
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season (July–August) warming of the equatorial Pacific
reduces rainfall over the Sahel. In the seasonal mean,
the negative effects of the Pacific El Niños in the late
season prevail over the positive ones in the early period,
as shown in Fig. 6.
Rodríguez-Fonseca et al. (2015) discuss a unique aspect
of the West African rainfall variability at interannual
time scales: its links with the variability of tropical SSTs
have shown nonstationary features (see also Rodríguez-
Fonseca et al. 2011 andMohimo et al. 2011b). Pacific cold
events and Atlantic warm events tend to appear simul-
taneously after the 1970s (Rodríguez-Fonseca et al. 2009).
AGCMexperiments demonstrate that, during this period,
the impacts of simultaneous SST anomalies in the Indo-
Pacific and Atlantic on Sahel rainfall tend to cancel each
other such that the north–south dipole in rainfall anom-
alies over West Africa expected from Atlantic SST
anomalies alone does not appear in the observations
(Losada et al. 2012).
Analysis of observational data and model results has
provided clues on the mechanisms at work in the con-
nections described above. Anomalous warming of the
southern tropical Atlantic enhances ascent over theGulf
of Guinea and descent over the Sahel. A warming in the
Pacific and Indian Oceans generates equatorial Rossby
waves that contribute to subsidence over the Sahel and
thus to reduce regional precipitation. In addition,
Mediterranean warm events are linked to increased
moisture flux convergence over the Sahel.
Decadal SST variability and global warming are also
relevant to Sahelian drought. In recent decades the
Sahel has been recovering from a devastating drought in
the 1970s and 1980s. It has been suggested that a special
combination of three different modes of SST variability
(the global warming trend, the positive phase of the
interdecadal Pacific oscillation, and the negative phase
of the AMO) led to this drought (Mohino et al. 2011a).
Vegetation dynamics has been contributing to regional
climate persistence (e.g., Zeng et al. 1999). The recovery
from the drought appears to be driven by SST also, as a
similar feature is obtained in SST-forced model simu-
lations. Regarding global warming, Rodríguez-Fonseca
et al. (2015) note that, while rainfall projections have a
large spread, models do show a tendency for slightly
wetter conditions over the central Sahel and drier con-
ditions over the west. The onset of the rainy season is
projected to be delayed, especially over West Africa,
while more abundant precipitation is expected during
the late rainy season.
Rodríguez-Fonseca et al. (2015) caution that more re-
search is needed to further support these model-based
findings on the variability of Sahel rainfall. Althoughmost
models capture, for example, the link withMediterranean
SSTs, some important teleconnections are still not well
reproduced [e.g., those linked to equatorial Atlantic
SSTs and Pacific ENSO (Rowell 2013)]. Also, coupled
atmosphere–ocean general circulation models have diffi-
culties in correctly reproducing the seasonal cycle and
variability of the tropical Atlantic SST [including the
Atlantic equatorial mode (Richter 2015)] and the Pacific
(e.g., Mechoso et al. 1995).
e. The Middle East and southwest Asia
Barlow et al. (2016) provide a comprehensive review
of our current understanding of drought in the Middle
East and southwest Asia—a region that is water-stressed,
societally vulnerable, and prone to severe droughts. They
note that this understanding is still at an early stage, al-
though it appears that large-scale climate variability,
particular La Niña in association with a warm western
Pacific, contributes to region-wide drought, including the
two most severe droughts of the last 50 years (1999/2001
and 2007/08). Barlow et al. (2016) provide a schematic for
those two years indicating how La Niña–related SSTs
and a warm western Pacific led to wave responses that
affected verticalmotion,moisture flux, and storm tracks in
the region. They note that the North Atlantic Oscillation
(NAO), the AMO, and the Atlantic SST tripole pattern
also influence the region, although the strength of the
teleconnections varies considerably within the region, and
the temporal stability of the relationships is somewhat
uncertain.
Figure 1 (top) highlights the role of ENSO (and per-
haps the PDO) in influencing drought in southwest Asia
on annual time scales. This result shows some model
dependence but appears to be consistent with observa-
tions (Fig. B2). Figure 7 (left) shows that there is a strong
seasonality to the precipitation–SST connection in this
region, with the strongest correlations in MAM (La
Niña, together with a cool tropical Indian Ocean and
cool tropical North Atlantic, is apparently conducive to
drought conditions then) and similar, although some-
what weaker (especially in the tropical Indian Ocean)
correlations inDJF. These two seasons comprise the wet
season for most of the region, associated with synoptic
precipitation (Barlow et al. 2016). Warm season pre-
cipitation is important in Pakistan and along the south-
ern coast of the Arabian Peninsula, associated with the
Indian monsoon and the ITCZ. During JJA the link to
SST changes sign in the tropical Pacific, so that reduced
precipitation is linked to warm tropical Pacific SSTs
together with cold SSTs in the tropical Atlantic. SON
shows the beginnings of the cold-season link to ENSO,
with a coherent ENSO pattern extending from the
western Mediterranean region to southwest Asia
(Mariotti 2007).
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Barlow et al. (2016) note that in the high mountains of
the region, snowmelt provides predictability for peak
river flows and potentially for vegetation; vegetation in
the region is closely linked to precipitation and may also
play a feedback role. The drying of the eastern Medi-
terranean region is a robust feature of future pro-
jections, as are temperature increases.
f. East Asia
Zhang and Zhou (2015) review drought over East
Asia with a primary focus on China. They point out that
because of the seasonal variation of the monsoonal cir-
culation, drought mostly occurs over northern and
southwestern China in spring, with the highest drought
frequency and maximum duration occurring during that
season. In early July, drought tends to occur in the
Yangtze and Huaihe River valleys of China and also
across Korea and Japan as a result of the influence of the
northwestern Pacific subtropical high.
The interannual variability of East Asian summer mon-
soon (EASM) precipitation is in part associated with the
Pacific–Japan teleconnection pattern, which features a
meridional tripolar pattern during decaying El Niño sum-
mers, with excessive precipitation in central eastern China
along the Yangtze River valley (27.58–32.58N, 1028–1208E)
but drier or even drought conditions in southern (208–
27.58N, 1028–1208E) and northern (32.58–458N, 1028–
1208E) China, or vice versa (Huang et al. 2007). This is
associated with an anomalous anticyclone over the western
North Pacific forced by the SST anomalies there and over
the Indian Ocean during decaying El Niño summers (Li
et al. 2008; Xie et al. 2009; Wu et al. 2009, 2010). The Silk
Road teleconnection, a pattern forced by Indian monsoon
heating and characterized by the propagation of a station-
ary Rossby wave along the Asian jet in the upper tropo-
sphere, also affects East Asia, mainly northern China
precipitation (Wu et al. 2003; Ding et al. 2011).
Drought trends over China since about 1950 are
characterized by a zonal dipole pattern, with an in-
creasing trend over the central part of northern China
and a decreasing tendency over northwestern China.
The drying and warming trend over northern China is
associated with an interdecadal weakening of the East
Asian summer monsoon circulation, which has been
mainly linked to the 1970s phase transition of the PDO
from negative to positive values (Zhou et al. 2009a,
2013). Although the weakening of the monsoon circu-
lation is well reproduced by AMIP-type simulations (Li
et al. 2010), the associated anomalous precipitation
change found in observations is poorly reproduced over
East Asia. This is likely in part due to the biases that
exist in simulating the climatological precipitation in this
region, resulting from the inability of current relatively
coarse global models to resolve the complex terrain over
Asia (Zhou et al. 2008a,b; Li et al. 2015).
While CMIP5 experiments indicate that aerosols act
to weaken the monsoon circulation, the simulated
change is much weaker than observed (Song et al. 2014).
A 50–70-yr variation in the PDO index appears to be
imprinted in century-scale variations of drought in
northern China (Qian and Zhou 2014).
Up to now, most efforts have focused on exploring the
predictive skill of East Asian monsoon precipitation, with
few examining drought predictability. Previous studies
show that climate models have limited skill in simulating
and predicting the precipitation in terms of both clima-
tological mean state and interannual variations (Chen
et al. 2010; Zhou et al. 2009b). In contrast, the variability
of East Asian monsoon circulation is well captured (Zhou
et al. 2009c; Song and Zhou 2014a). A successful re-
production of the interannual EASM pattern depends
highly on the Indian Ocean–western Pacific anticyclone
teleconnection (Kim et al. 2012; Song and Zhou 2014a,b).
Finally, Zhang and Zhou (2015) note that in climate
change projections, most climate models simulate in-
creasing drought frequency and intensity over East Asia,
mainly in southeastern Asia, although the models differ
regarding drought patterns and severity.
Figure 7 (right) shows that the link between pre-
cipitation over eastern China, Korea, and Japan with
SST varies seasonally, with the strongest ties in DJF and
MAM; reduced precipitation in the region is tied to La
Niña and cold Indian Ocean SST. During JJA the cor-
relation to SST is overall weak. During SON the corre-
lations with precipitation are negative in the western
North Pacific and positive in the northern Indian Ocean
and the eastern tropical Pacific.
These results are consistent with those of Yang and
Lau (2004), who found that MAM precipitation in
southeastern China is linked to ENSO; reduced pre-
cipitation occurs in years with an abnormally cold cen-
tral and eastern tropical Pacific and Indian Ocean. Yang
and Lau (2004) found that on average in southern China
(south of the Yangtze River), MAM and JJA pre-
cipitation each account for about 35% of the annual
total, with JJA presenting a more complicated picture
(see above). They also found that in years with abnor-
mally warm SSTs over the warm pool and northern In-
dian Ocean and abnormally cold SSTs over the western
North Pacific, precipitation over central eastern China
tends to be anomalously high (see also Wu et al. 2009,
2010). They further found a tendency for a weakened
East Asian monsoon circulation and a delayed monsoon
onset in years for which SSTs in the central and eastern
tropical Pacific are abnormally warm, resulting in re-
duced late summer precipitation over northern China.
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The above linkages are reflected to some extent in the
model results in Fig. 7 (right), although without any
evidence of a strong link to SST in the warm pool.
Figure 7 features the typical SST anomaly patterns that
dominate the East Asian climate during the mature
phase of El Niño (boreal winter) extending into the
decaying-year summer (Wu et al. 2009). This type of
interannual monsoon–SST relationship is well captured
by the AMIP simulations of the CMIP3 and CMIP5
models (Song and Zhou 2014a).
A comparison of the observed and model-generated
changes in Fig. 3 indicates that the reduced precipitation
over southeastern China over the last three decades is
linked to SST. Figure 9 shows these long-term changes
have occurred primarily during spring and fall, although
DJF does show an enhanced probability of extreme
dryness (Fig. 10). Figure 11 shows that the warming of
the last three decades is associated with an enhanced
probability of extreme warm seasons especially during
JJA over northwestern China, Korea, and Japan, in-
cluding most of East Asia during SON.
g. India
Kanikicharla et al. (2016, manuscript submitted to
J. Climate) in their comprehensive review of monsoon
droughts over India, note that Indian drought is indeed
synonymous with monsoon failure and that a number of
historical droughts have led to severe famines and great
human and economic losses. They use a century-long
time series of Indian summer monsoon rainfall (ISMR)
to capture the characteristic spatiotemporal features of
deficit monsoons and their possible driving mechanisms.
They particularly discuss the low-frequency modulation
of ISMR and the associated drought area extent in India
with respect to global climate phenomena, and they
employ a large suite of AMIP-type model simulations to
assess the predictability of Indian drought.
Some key findings from that article include the
following:
d Monsoon failures are linked to preceding winter and
spring snow accumulation over the Himalayas and
larger regions of Eurasia and to the occurrence of
warm ENSO events in the Pacific (with the latter link
being much stronger).
d The leading EOF of Indian monsoon rainfall has a
conspicuous resemblance to the rainfall anomaly
pattern associated with major droughts, and that the
EOF’s time series correlates well with an ENSO-like
SST pattern in the Pacific.
d The low-frequency behavior of monsoon rainfall and
the drought area index goes hand in hand with the
opposite sign of the Niño-3.4 index (which captures
FIG. 10. As in Fig. 2 (top), but for each season.
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the ENSO and AMO), although with a large differ-
ence in their evolution during recent decades. This
indicates that the behavior of the Indian monsoon in
recent decades cannot be fully explained by known
global teleconnections and that other factors (e.g.,
Indian Ocean variability and aerosols) could be influ-
encing its variability on interannual and decadal time
scales (e.g., Ramanathan et al. 2005; Lau et al. 2006;
Gautam et al. 2009).
d AGCM simulations forced with global and regional
SSTs are able to reproduce the low-frequency vari-
ability well, and runs with observed SSTs in the Pacific
but with climatological SSTs elsewhere generally pro-
duce the sign of many droughts in the past century.
The simulated rainfall deficits, however, are much
smaller than observed.
d Global warming is probably altering known telecon-
nections, complicating our ability to predict Indian
drought.
These findings emphasize the challenges faced in
predicting drought over India and surrounding regions
within a changing climate. Figure 1 (top) emphasizes the
weak link between annual mean precipitation over
southern Asia and global (and in particular ENSO) SST
in recent decades, although it also shows (Fig. 1, bottom)
that temperature variations in the broader south Asian
monsoon region do have strong ties to global SST.
Figure 7 (center) highlights the strong seasonality in the
simulated link between precipitation and SST in recent
decades, with only MAM showing a substantial link to
ENSO: El Niño (La Niña) is associated with reduced
(enhanced) precipitation. [This link is consistent with
observations and robust across the models (Fig. B3).]
ENSO may provide important preconditioning of the
land (e.g., soil moisture and snow) during the pre-
monsoon months, so that the role played by SST in
monsoon droughts, while important, may be indirect.
We note that such effects may be missed by contempo-
raneous correlations, as in the present analyses.
h. Australia and the Maritime Continent
As reviewed in Cai et al. (2014), the influence of climate
variability and change on Australia is complex and varies
both regionally and seasonally. In particular, they indicate
how the continent is impacted by the IOD, the southern
annular mode (SAM), and ENSO, as well as the poleward
edge of the Southern Hemisphere Hadley cell.
The corresponding correlation map in Fig. 1 (top)
shows aspects of a negative IOD, La Niña, and a nega-
tive PDO. Consistent with the discussion in Cai et al.
(2014), the key SST forcing regions driving Australian
precipitation appear to be the tropical Pacific just west
FIG. 11. As in Fig. 2 (bottom), but for each season.
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of the date line and areas in the eastern Indian Ocean
just to the north and west of Australia. This is high-
lighted in Fig. 8 (left), with spring (SON) and summer
(DJF) showing the strongest relationship between
Australian precipitation and remote SST. In summer,
the pan-Australian rainfall is dominated by contribu-
tions from northern and eastern Australia; as such, dry
conditions are associated with both a warm central
tropical Pacific (with weaker correlations extending
eastward across the Pacific), that is, an El Niño, and a
warm Indian Ocean SST (basin-wide warming that
usually accompanies an El Niño). During the spring, the
contributions to the pan-Australian rainfall come about
equally from northern and southern Australia, and
ENSO and the IOD have the highest coherence to
rainfall in those regions. As such, spring appears to have
the strongest (spatially most coherent) link to ENSO,
with dry conditions linked to El Niño and a cool
anomaly in the eastern Indian Ocean. [This result is
robust across models and observations (Fig. B4).] In
contrast, during fall (MAM) and particularly during
winter (JJA), the pan-Australian precipitation comes
mostly from southern Australia. The deficit during fall
(MAM) shows the greatest link with cold SST anomalies
to the northwest, while the deficit during winter (JJA) is
linked to cold SST anomalies in the eastern Indian
Ocean associated with the development phase of a
positive IOD. These cold SST anomalies are unfavor-
able for weather systems that typically deliver rain-
producing moisture over southern Australia.
Recently, Australia experienced one of its most se-
vere, recorded droughts: the Millennium Drought,
which lasted about 10 years (2000–09). Cai et al. (2014)
showed that the associated precipitation anomalies had
substantial seasonal variation, with austral summer
[December–March (DJFM)] showing positive pre-
cipitation anomalies in northwestern Australia and with
some of the largest deficits over other parts of Australia
occurring during late fall and winter. Figure 3 shows that
the annual mean differences (1998–2011minus 1979–93)
largely reflect the summer precipitation increases in
northwestern Australia during that drought. The rele-
vant seasonality is well captured by the models (Fig. 9),
which show the northern Australian precipitation sur-
feits in the recent 14-yr period during DJFM and the
deficits associated with the Millennium Drought during
April–July [AMJJ; cf. Fig. 3 in Cai et al. (2014)].Much of
Australia in fact experienced an increased risk of dry
winters (JJA) over the last 14 years (Fig. 10).
Cai et al. (2014) show that the precipitation deficits
over southwestern Western Australia partly result
from a long-term upward trend in the SAM; this trend
accounts for half of the winter rainfall reduction there.
For southeastern Australia, CMIP5 model simulations
indicate only weak trends in the pertinent climate
modes, apparently underestimating the observed pole-
ward expansion of the subtropical dry zone and associ-
ated impacts. They conclude that ‘‘although climate
models generally suggest that Australia’s Millennium
Drought was mostly due to multidecadal variability,
some late-twentieth-century changes in climate modes
that influence regional rainfall are partially attributable
to anthropogenic greenhouse warming.’’
TheMaritimeContinent is strongly affected by ENSO
during JJA and SON (Fig. 8, right); El Niño conditions
lead to reduced precipitation. JJA also exhibits positive
correlations with tropical and North Atlantic SST. In
contrast, DJF and MAM precipitation observations
show little connection with ENSO, and the overall cor-
relations with SST are weak: weak negative correlations
with SST in the central tropical Pacific, and, for MAM,
weak positive correlations with local SST. Chang et al.
(2003), however, point out that the low correlations
between Indonesian rainfall and ENSO during the
NorthernHemisphere winter monsoon period are partly
due to the spatial averaging of the rainfall in two regions
with opposite characteristics.
i. Europe and the Mediterranean region
Here, we review the primary modes of variability that
affect the European and Mediterranean climate on
subseasonal-to-interannual and longer time scales,
with a focus on their impacts on precipitation and/or
surface temperature fields. We shall see that northern
and central European meteorological drought drivers
and impacts are often different or even opposite to those
for southern Europe and the Mediterranean region.9 In
addition, we will discuss reported trends in meteoro-
logical drought in Europe and projected drought
changes in Europe with increasing greenhouse gases.
Correlations of the NAO and the AMO with drought
occurrence in Europe have been documented, and the
effects of other modes of variability including ENSO
have been postulated (see below). Nonetheless, these
relationships do not seem to be associated with the high
interannual predictability of meteorological drought in
central and northern Europe (Dutra et al. 2014). Overall
SST anomalies, which may be associated with large-
scale modes of variability, explain only a small fraction
of the annual mean variability in precipitation (less than
10%) and temperature (less than 20%) over Europe
9 In this section, the term Mediterranean is used to indicate areas
surrounding the sea from southern Europe, northern Africa, and the
Middle East; the termEurope indicates northern and central Europe.
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(see Fig. 1). Hence, the predictability associated with
large-scale modes of variability that have been linked to
drought occurrence in Europe is still unclear from the
existing literature. In addition, it has been highlighted
that the circulation patterns andweather types related to
the most severe droughts in Europe often vary across
seasons and regions (Stahl 2001, see also below; Fleig
et al. 2011).
Hurrell (1995) showed that during high NAO index
winters (such as those that occurred in 1983, 1989, and
1990), the axis ofmaximummoisture transport shifts to a
more southwest–northeast orientation across the At-
lantic and extends much farther north and east onto
northern Europe and Scandinavia, accompanied by a
reduction in moisture transport over southern Europe,
the Mediterranean, and northern Africa. As a result,
northern Europe is mild and wet during the positive
phase of the NAO and cold and dry during the negative
phase, whereas the reverse is true for southern Europe
and most of the Mediterranean but with the Levant also
being wet (dry) during a positive (negative) NAO (e.g.,
Xoplaki et al. 2004). In recent decades the NAO index
has shown a return toward more negative values, al-
though with a marked increase in year-to-year winter
variability (Hanna et al. 2015).
The summer NAO (sNAO) has a more northerly lo-
cation and smaller spatial scale than its winter counterpart
(Folland et al. 2009). Nevertheless, the sNAOhas a strong
influence on northern European rainfall, temperature,
and cloudiness through changes in the position of the
NorthAtlantic storm track, thus playing an important role
in generating summer climate extremes, including flood-
ing, drought, and heat waves in northwestern Europe. A
positive sNAO also results in wetter conditions in the
central/eastern part of the Mediterranean.
Folland et al. (2009) further suggest that on inter-
decadal time scales, sNAO variations are partly related
to theAMO.While the exact link between the two is still
unclear, Sutton and Dong (2012) show that, during the
1990s, European climate shifted toward a pattern char-
acterized by anomalously wet summers in northern
Europe and hot, dry, summers in southern Europe, with
related shifts in spring and autumn, and they point to
recent evidence suggesting that the warming was largely
caused by an acceleration of the Atlantic meridional
overturning circulation (AMOC) and associated north-
ward ocean heat transport in response to the persistent
positive phase of the winter NAO in the 1980s and early
1990s (Robson et al. 2012). However, uncertainties still
exist regarding the processes underpinning AMO vari-
ability; for example, the role of anthropogenic aerosols
(Booth et al. 2012). Mariotti and Dell’Aquila (2012)
show that decadal variability associated with the NAO,
the sNAO, and the AMO significantly contribute to
decadal climate anomalies over the Mediterranean re-
gion. The positive phase of the AMO is associated with
warmer than usual decades especially in summer, whereas
the AMO has no influence on Mediterranean winter
temperatures. Land–atmosphere feedbacks also play
a role in shaping the observed decadal variability, en-
hancing the large-scale influences. Della Marta et al.
(2007) found a relationship between western Mediter-
ranean heat waves and the AMO. On decadal time
scales, the AMO and NAO explain over 60% of the
observed area-averaged summer temperature and
winter precipitation variability, respectively (Mariotti
and Dell’Aquila 2012).
The Mediterranean region displays a robust drying
trend in both precipitation and the land water balance
since the 1950s (Sheffield et al. 2012; Hartmann et al.
2013; Greve et al. 2014), a signal consistent with climate
change projections (see below). Nonetheless, a possible
attribution of these historical trends to increased
greenhouse gas concentrations has not been provided so
far, and it is possible that decadal variability associated
with large-scale modes of variability could have played a
role. Hoerling et al. (2012) note that for the land area
surrounding the Mediterranean Sea, 10 of the 12 driest
winters since 1902 occurred in just the last 20 years, and
they propose that the drying over the last century can be
understood as a response to a uniform global ocean
warming and to modest changes in the oceans’ zonal and
meridional SST gradients, with warming in the Indian
Ocean producing an enhanced drying signal attributable
to an atmospheric circulation response resembling the
positive phase of the NAO. Kelley et al. (2012), in a
combined observational and modeling analysis, argue
that while the upward NAO trend over recent decades
can explain much of the concurrent Mediterranean re-
gion drying, it cannot explain drying in the Levant,
which they instead argued was consistent with drying in
response to rising greenhouse gases.
With respect to climate change projections, the Medi-
terranean shows one of the most robust responses (across
models) to greenhouse gas increases over the twenty-first
century (Giorgi and Lionello 2008; Seneviratne et al.
2012a; Orlowsky and Seneviratne 2013). Projected
changes, which reinforce trends already observed during
the twentieth century, include both a reduction in pre-
cipitation and an increase in evapotranspiration (because
of increased incoming radiation and higher air tempera-
ture), with associated soil moisture reductions (e.g.,
Mariotti et al. 2008; Orlowsky and Seneviratne 2012, 2013;
Seager et al. 2014b; Mariotti et al. 2015).
Uncertainties remain in our understanding of the
NAO’s link to SST changes (Bretherton and Battisti
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2000) and of its link to global warming (Gillett et al.
2003), its connection to the Arctic Oscillation (AO;
Ambaum et al. 2001), its link to the stratosphere (Scaife
et al. 2005), and its possible modulation by ENSO
(Brönnimann 2007) and other modes of variability such
as the Scandinavian (SCA) and East Atlantic (EA)
patterns (e.g., Comas-Bru and McDermott 2014). In
fact, SCA, EA, and the East Atlantic/Western Russia
(EAWR) patterns (Barnston and Livezey 1987) have
also been suggested to contribute substantially to Eu-
ropean climate variability (e.g., Bueh and Nakamura
2007; Iglesias et al. 2014; Ionita 2014).
A number of studies have produced objectively de-
fined drought catalogs for Europe (Lloyd-Hughes et al.
2010; Spinoni et al. 2015). Parry et al. (2010) also pro-
duced summaries of the major large-scale European
droughts of the last 50 years based on the catalog com-
piled by Lloyd-Hughes et al. (2010). As summarized in
Stahl (2001), major droughts over the period 1960–90
occurred during 1962–64, 1972–76, 1983, and 1989/90.
They note that ‘‘Most of the severe summer droughts
across Europe were associated with high pressure sys-
tems across central Europe. Generally, drought associ-
ated synoptic meteorology is characterized by high
mean sea level pressure (MSLP), but the circulation
pattern types vary not only with the season but also for
all individual discussed events.’’
Figures 2b and 11 show that there has been a pro-
nounced shift in the probability of extremely warm years
over the last three decades over most of Europe, with
the shift equal to more than 1.5 times the climatological
probability of 2.5% over many regions. This shift, most
pronounced during fall, appears to be associated with a
shift in the mean temperature over the recent decades,
which is likely attributable in part to enhanced green-
house gas forcing (Bindoff et al. 2013). Figures 2a and 10
show that changes in precipitation over the last three
decades are generally small, although there is a general
tendency for a greater probability of extremely dry years
throughout central and southern Europe. This appears
to hold for each season as well. This result is also robust
when investigating longer-term trends since the 1950s,
either for precipitation or precipitation minus evapo-
transpiration (Seneviratne et al. 2012a; Hartmann et al.
2013; Greve et al. 2014).
While the present review and special issue focus on
meteorological (i.e., precipitation based) drought and its
relation to SSTs as a driver, we note the following ad-
ditional points regarding drought drivers in Europe:
d In general, agricultural (soil moisture) and hydrolog-
ical (streamflow) drought events in Europe are caused
by a prolonged deficit in precipitation (Tallaksen et al.
2015; Stagge et al. 2015). However, in central Europe,
evapotranspiration is an important driver for soil mois-
ture droughts, in some cases to the same degree as
precipitation (e.g., Seneviratne et al. 2012b; Teuling
et al. 2013). In addition, in cold climates, temperature
anomalies also play a role in the development of
hydrological drought (Van Loon and Van Lanen 2012).
d Prior storage deficits in the form of soil moisture, snow,
and groundwater are important for the occurrence and
development of soil moisture and streamflow droughts
(Van Loon and Van Lanen 2012; Orth and Seneviratne
2013; Staudinger et al. 2014; Tallaksen et al. 2015). They
thus provide some essential sources of drought pre-
dictability, in particular given the low SST control on
interannual precipitation variability in Europe (Fig. 1).
j. Northern Eurasia
Figure 1 shows that across the vast expanse of northern
Eurasia, neither precipitation nor temperature is strongly
affected by SST on interannual time scales. Schubert et al.
(2014), in examining both heat waves and drought over
northern Eurasia, highlighted the central role of anticy-
clones in the region; these act to warm and dry the
atmosphere and land surface over many important agri-
cultural regions fromEuropeanRussia toKazakhstan and
beyond. They discuss how the development of anticy-
clones is linked to different air masses, especially the in-
trusion of Arctic air masses that occasionally combine
with subtropical air (e.g., associated with the Azores high
in eastern Europe and western Russia) to produce espe-
cially severe drought and heat wave events. Schubert et al.
(2014) found that some of the most severe summer heat
waves are linked to distinct Rossby wave trains spanning
the continent that, while producing severe heat in one
location, cause a juxtaposition of wet and cool conditions
in regions thousands of kilometers to the east or west—
a phenomenon noted more than 100 years ago in early
descriptions of northern Eurasian heat waves.
Given the lack of a strong SST connection, the pre-
dictability of the most severe events in northern Eurasia
is limited to the time scales of the internally forced
Rossby waves (typically less than 1 month), although
some aspects of heat waves appear to be predictable for
several months: the surface temperature anomalies at
the center of the heat wave associated with soil moisture
anomalies that persist through the summer. Schubert
et al. (2014), using an AGCM experiment in which soil
moisture feedbacks were disabled, showed that tem-
perature variability is strongly tied to soil moisture
variability particularly in the southern parts of northern
Eurasia extending from southern Europe eastward across
the Caucasus, Kazakhstan,Mongolia, and northern China.
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They note that longer-term droughts (lasting multiple
years) do occur but are largely confined to the southern
parts of northern Eurasia, where there appears to be a
weak link to SST and an important control from soil
moisture.
Schubert et al. (2014) further showed that the observed
warming over northern Eurasia in the last three decades is
part of a large-scale warming pattern with local maxima
over EuropeanRussia and overMongolia–eastern Siberia
(see also Fig. 3). Precipitation changes consist of deficits
across Eurasia covering parts of northeastern Europe,
European Russia, Kazakhstan, southeastern Siberia,
Mongolia, and northern China and increases across
Siberia poleward of about 608N. Comparisons of these
changes with Fig. 3, however, indicate some sensitivity of
the computed changes to the years chosen for averaging.
Model simulations carried out with idealized versions of
the observed SST anomalies indicate that the changes
over the last three decades are consistent with a global-
scale response to PDO-like and AMO-like SST patterns,
intensified by a global warming SST trend.
Figure 2 indicates that any changes in the probability
of heat waves are likely a consequence of an overall
warming trend that affects much of Eurasia (although
more strongly in the southern regions). In particular, the
increase in the probability of extreme heat largely re-
sults from an overall shift in the pdf of temperature (a
change in the mean) rather than from a change in its
shape. Schubert et al. (2014) point to studies indicating
an enhanced probability of heat waves across northern
Eurasia by the second half of the twenty-first century.
Existing studies and analyses of climate change pro-
jections of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
(CMIP), however, show less certainty regarding future
drought (e.g., Seneviratne et al. 2012a; Orlowsky and
Seneviratne 2013), reflecting the greater uncertainty of
precipitation and soil moisture projections.
4. Concluding remarks
The results presented here, and in the regionally fo-
cused articles that make up this special collection, il-
lustrate that considerable progress has beenmade in our
understanding of the occurrence and predictability of
meteorological drought in different parts of the world.
The importance of large-scale teleconnections, whether
they are linked to ENSO or other SST variability or
whether they consist of large-scale atmospheric circu-
lation anomalies that are unforced by SST (internal to
the atmosphere), is now well established. As such, in
addressing the causes and predictability of meteoro-
logical drought for any particular region of the world, we
have to address the following questions: 1) what are the
large-scale drivers (if any) of precipitation deficits rele-
vant to that region, and 2) what are the unique clima-
tological features of that region that act to enhance or
suppress the large-scale precipitation tendencies?
Although the individual articles in this special col-
lection have in many cases provided answers to both of
these questions (as we have attempted to summarize in
section 3), this article goes further by providing a more
global perspective on these two questions within the
context of the ‘‘consensus’’ view provided by the simu-
lations with current state-of-the-art AGCMs forced by
observed SST.
In particular, we have provided our current best esti-
mate of regions where SST forcing provides some con-
trol on annual precipitation and temperature variability.
This is critically important to the drought prediction
problem, since the regions where SST does play a sub-
stantial role in driving precipitation (and temperature)
variability are also the regions where we can expect to
have some degree of predictability on seasonal and
longer time scales. We have also underscored the im-
portance of ENSO (tropical Pacific SST) in providing
that potential predictability in many parts of the world
(including the Americas, eastern and southwest Asia,
Australia, and the Maritime Continent), although not
exclusively so, with other ocean basins also playing a
role in some regions of the world, either individually or
in concert with ENSO. These include the Indian Ocean
(the Indian Ocean dipole affecting Australia and the
Indian Ocean basin mode affecting East Asia), the At-
lantic Ocean (affecting northern South America, parts
of the southern and eastern United States, and the
Sahel), and the Mediterranean Sea (affecting southern
Europe and northern Africa), although the extent to
which some of these SST patterns are independent of
ENSO is still not fully resolved.
A number of regions dominated by monsoonal cli-
mates have droughts that are intimately tied to failures
in the development of monsoonal rains. The GDIS ar-
ticles highlight the substantial progress made in identi-
fying the sources of these failures. From a global
perspective, ENSO significantly affects much of the
Asian–Australian monsoon system. On decadal time
scales, the apparent weakening of the global land mon-
soon since the 1950s has been linked to the interdecadal
Pacific oscillation as well as to a warming trend over the
central eastern Pacific and the western tropical Indian
Ocean and also to anthropogenic aerosol forcing. Much
remains to be understood, however, about the observed
trends in monsoonal precipitation.
Northern Eurasia, central Europe, and central and
eastern Canada stand out as regions with little SST-
forced impacts on precipitation on interannual time
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scales. This has important implications for the predict-
ability and the time scales of droughts in these regions.
In northern Eurasia, for example, droughts and heat
waves are predominantly linked to the development of
anticyclones and, although extreme, they rarely last
longer than one season. In central Europe a number of
different atmospheric teleconnections that are unforced
(or only weakly forced) by SST do appear to play a role,
although these are relatively short lived and have little
predictability on seasonal and longer time scales: here,
evapotranspiration is an important driver for soil mois-
ture droughts, and predictability on longer time scales is
tied to soil moisture memory and feedbacks.
Although the annual mean results provide a broad
picture of the role of SST, our results also highlight the
strong seasonality in the link to the SST that occurs in
most regions of the world. As such, the timing and du-
ration of drought has as much to do with the seasonality
of the link to SST as it has to dowith the time of year that
local climatological (land and circulation) conditions
make a region most prone to drought. East Africa is an
example of a particularly challenging region in which to
model and understand drought, because of the hetero-
geneous local rainfall regimes that include unimodal and
bimodal annual cycles combined with strong seasonality
in the response to ENSO.
We have also addressed longer-term (decadal) mete-
orological drought and the link to SST. In particular, we
present a remarkable example of the ability of current
climate models (when forced with observed SST) to
reproduce the long-term changes in precipitation and
surface temperature that have occurred over the last
three decades. The model results show that the shifts to
drought or pluvial conditions (and warming) have a
global coherence driven by long-term SST changes (a
combination of the PDO,AMO, and a long-term trend).
Our analysis of the most extreme seasonal and annual
mean precipitation deficits shows that the associated
changes in the tails of the probability density functions
(pdfs) in most regions of the world reflect overall shifts
in the mean rather than changes in the shape of the pdfs
(although this may not be true for northeastern South
America, a region exhibiting a substantial decrease in
the probability of extremely dry years over the last three
decades but with little change in the probability of ex-
treme wet years). The success of the models in repro-
ducing the observed changes provides the basis for
further research to dissect the causes of these changes
and address their potential predictability.
One consequence of the decadal and longer-term
variations is that a number of regions exhibit substan-
tial nonstationarity in the relationships between SST
and precipitation on interannual time scales (examples
where this is particularly evident include West Africa
and India), complicating our ability to understand these
relationships and take advantage of them for prediction.
Global warming, while not a focus of this article, is
clearly an important issue when addressing longer-term
changes in drought. In fact, as discussed in a number
of the articles in this special collection, some regions of
the world appear to already be seeing the impacts of
warming on drought (e.g., the southwestern United
States, the Mediterranean region, and central Europe),
although much work needs to be done to better un-
derstand the relative contributions of decadal SST var-
iability and long-term SST trends to drought.
Finally, we must emphasize that current climate
models, including the AGCMs used here, are far from
perfect. A key factor emphasized in many of the con-
tributing articles and further highlighted here is the
challenge of reproducing some of the complex local
precipitation regimes (including the annual cycle) that
must be simulated correctly in order to properly simu-
late the impact of large-scale forcing on regional
drought. The relatively coarse resolution of current cli-
mate models hinders that process, and so we can at best
obtain a spatially averaged picture or in some cases even
an incorrect assessment of the impacts. Examples where
this is especially critical include East Africa and East
Asia, regions that are characterized by complex terrain
and highly heterogeneous regional precipitation re-
gimes. We should note that this situation will likely
improve in the coming years as it becomes feasible to
apply ultrahigh resolution (,10km) global models to
climate problems. However, not all problems concern-
ing the simulation of important teleconnections can be
blamed on insufficient resolution. For example, de-
ficiencies in the simulation of the atmospheric response
to equatorial Atlantic SSTs and the link toWest African
drought are likely tied to deficiencies in the simulation
of the climatological mean state. Furthermore, consid-
erable work still needs to be done to improve our cou-
pled atmosphere–ocean general circulation models that
still have, for example, great difficulties in correctly re-
producing the seasonal cycle and variability of tropical
Atlantic SST.
How do we move forward? Drought is an immensely
complex problem that must be attacked on many fronts
by researchers from around the world, with well-
considered links to users who may benefit from the re-
search. GDIS is an ongoing activity that supports this
cause. GDIS will continue to encourage researchers
and users around the world to work together to improve
systematically our understanding of, prediction of, and
adaptation to drought, for example, by facilitating
the development of improved models and long-term
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consistent drought-specific observations, and providing
global access to data portals that summarize our ever-
evolving knowledge on the subject.
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FIG. B2. The correlations between the ensemble mean annual precipitation over the Middle East and SST for each model (1979–2011).
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some of the models (e.g., the results for CCM3 looks more like those of the other models and observations if the region is truncated on the
southern and eastern edges).
FIG. B1. The correlations between the ensemble mean precipitation over East Africa and SST for each model during SON (1979–2011).
(top center) Also shown is the correlation based on GPCP observations.
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FIG. B4. The correlations between the ensemble mean precipitation over Australia and SST for each model for SON (1979–2011). (top
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FIG. B3. The correlations between the ensemble mean precipitation over southern Asia and SST for each model for MAM (1979–2011).
(top center) Also shown is the correlation based on GPCP observations.
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APPENDIX A
Description of the Models and Experiments
Many of the results presented in this paper are based
on Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project
(AMIP)-style simulations produced with five different
atmospheric general circulation models (AGCMs). The
models used are GEOS-5, CCM3, CAM4, GFS, and
ECHAM5. The years 1979–2011 were subsetted from 12
of each model’s ensemble members, providing a dataset
of sixty 33-yr simulations. The following provides a brief
description of the models and the experiments.
The NASA Goddard Earth Observing System, ver-
sion 5 (GEOS-5), AGCM is described by Rienecker
et al. (2008), and an overview of the model’s perfor-
mance is provided by Molod et al. (2012). For these
experiments, the model was run with 72 hybrid sigma
vertical levels extending to 0.01 hPa and with a 18 hori-
zontal resolution on a latitude–longitude grid. The
simulations consist of 12 ensemble members, each
forced with observed monthly SST, sea ice, and time-
varying greenhouse gases for the period from 1871 to the
present. See Schubert et al. (2014) for further details.
A 16-member ensemble covering the period from
January 1856 to April 2014 was produced with the
NCAR Community Climate Model, version 3 (CCM3;
Kiehl et al. 1998). The model was run at spectral T42
resolution with 18 vertical levels. Sea ice was held at
climatological values, and SST forcing in the years of
interest here combined the Kaplan et al. (1998) SST
dataset in the tropical Pacific Ocean (208N–208S) with
the Hadley Centre SST dataset (Rayner et al. 2003)
outside of the tropical Pacific.
A 20-member ensemble covering the period from
January 1979 to April 2014 was produced with the
NCAR Community Atmosphere Model, version 4
(CAM4), forced by SST and sea ice from the Hurrell
et al. (2008) dataset and with time-varying GHGs from
the representative concentration pathway 6.0 (RCP6.0)
scenario after 2005. The resolution usedwas 0.948 3 1.258,
with 26 vertical levels.
NOAA’s Earth System Research Laboratory produced
a 50-member ensemble spanning from January 1979 to
April 2014 using the NCEP Global Forecast System
(GFS; the atmosphere component of theClimate Forecast
System) version 2 model (denoted here as ESRLGFSv2).
The model was run at spectral T126 resolution with 64
vertical levels and was forced by observed SST and sea ice
from the Hurrell et al. (2008) dataset. CO2 varied with
time, but other GHGs were held fixed.
A 20-member ensemble spanning from January 1979
through April 2014 was produced with the ECHAM5
model (Roeckner et al. 2003) forced by the Hurrell et al.
(2008) SST and sea ice data, as recommended for use in
CMIP5 simulations. These simulations used time-varying
GHGs, following theRCP6.0 scenario after 2005, and they
used a spectral T159 resolution, with 31 vertical levels.
FIG. B5. The correlations between the ensemble mean precipitation over the United States and northernMexico and SST for each model
for MAM (1979–2011). (top center) Also shown is the correlation based on GPCP observations.
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APPENDIX B
Selected Individual Model Results
Here, we present a few comparisons of the results for
individual models and observations, highlighting regions
where it is especially important to assess the model de-
pendence of the results (see the text above). While the
comparison with observations provides a rough idea of
consistency with nature, it must be kept in mind that the
observations represent a single realization of nature and
thus should differ from the ensemble means of the
model runs, which specifically isolate the impact of SST
and other forcings, which is our focus here. A careful
assessment of the veracity of the models, which is be-
yond the scope of this paper, would in principle involve
determining if a correlation produced for the observa-
tions lies within the spread produced by the given
model’s individual ensemble members. See Figs. B1–B5
for model comparisons.
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